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AUSTRIAN SOLDIERS AT MANEUVERS

ENGLAND SENDS ULTIMATUM TO THE

0

EMPEROR OF GERMANY AND ORDERS

NEUTRALITY

s.aL?i

a

THE MOBILIZATION OF HER ARMY

PRESIDENTMAKES

'

STATEMENT
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SIR EDWARD GREY

tAlSER ACKNOWLEDGES STATE OF
I

WAR EXISTS WITH FRANCE
WITHOUT FORMAL

t

DECLARATION
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ACKNOWLEDGES

.

CITIZENS NOT TO PARTICIPATE
SUMS UP WHAT SHALL NOT
DONE BY ANYONE HERE
FOR COMBATANTS. .,;

4. President
Washington, Aug.
Wilson today issued a proclamation of
It reads:
France (under Napolean) a,rinst England, Austria, Russia, Prus- neutrality.
of the United
the
president
By
sia, Spain, Sweden and other nations; Franca crushed.
States of America, a proclamation:
United States against Great Britain; United States victorious.
Greece (allied with England, Russia, and France) against Turkey
"Whereas, As a state of war unhapand Egypt; Greek freedom won.
pily exists between Austria-Hungar- y
Belgium against Holland; Belgian Independence won.
and Servia, and between Germany
United States against Mexico; United States victorious
and
Russia, and between Germany
5
Crimean war; Turkey, England and France against Russia; Rus-and
France; and, whereas, the United
sia routed. ,
is on terms of friendship and
States
Great Britain against Persia; Persians defeated.
the contending powers and
with
Indian mutiny; Great Britain victorious.
amity
Civil war In the United States; Confederacy vanquished.
with the persons inhabiting their sev
Cuba against Spain; Cuban Indepedence won.
eral dominions:
1
France against Germany; Germans victorious.
"Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wil1876- - 1903
son, president of the United States of
Great Britain against the Boers; the latter crushed.
'
Russians
vie
1877- - 1878
America, in order to preserve the
Turkey, Servia and Montenegro against Russia;
neutrality of the United States and
'
v
Victorious.
cf
its citizens, and of persons within
China against- Japan; Japanese
llo leiTlbUr UUU JUXiDUIVUUU auu w
United States against Spain; United States victorious.
'
' enforce its laws and treaties, and in.
1904 Japan against Russia; Japanese victorious.
order that all persons, being warned
of the general tenor of the laws and
treaties of the United States In this
behalf, and of the law of nations, may
RUSSIA thus be prevented from any violation
GERMANY
of the same, do hereby declare and
Area
1,902,202 square miles
208,810 square miles
that by certain provisions of
116,505,500 proclaim
Population
64,903,423.
on the fourth day
act
the
approved
5,500,000
Army
5,200,000 ,
190&",
D.
cdmmonly
A.
Of
March,
52,463
Navy
66,783
code of the Unit
as
the
known
penal
$1,674,038,000
Revenue
$879656,000
ed States, the following acts are for
$4,553,488,000
Debt
$1,177,418,000
to be done, under severe penbidden
5207.421.000
. )fCharges
$54,658,000
within the territory and Juris
alties
, $40,000,000
Wealth
$60,500,000
diction of the United States, towit:
$533,793,000
$2,544,567,000
Imports
"Accepting and exercising a com$734,905,000
82.131.718.000
Exports
to serve any of the belligermission
".
3.3G0,0O0
hand
Gold
$205,700,000
ents, enlisting or entering the service
of any of the belligerents, or hiring
other persons to take such action;
CABINET CONSIDERS
GOVERNMENT SPEEDS
fitting out ships or increasing the
is
force of any ship of war of the; bel
HELP TO AMERICANS
any military expePLIGHTJF WORLD ligerents; aiding
dition from the territory of the United States against the territories of
LEAVES SECRETARY McADOO SUGGESTS
TENNESSEE
CRUISER
either of the belligerents."
INTERNATIONAL CLEARING
NEW YORK CARRYING MILThe proclamation states that after '
LIONS OF DOLLARS
HOUSE
tomorrow and during the continuance
of hostilities no ship of war or prt ,
Washington, Aug. 4. Congress is to
Washington, Aug. 4. Today's cab vateer of any belligerent shall be per
be asked immediately to appropriata intt meeting was devoted almost en mitted to make use-o- f
any port or
to relieve Americans In tirely to discussion of the European waters subject to the jurisdiction of
$2,500,000
the United., States, within 24 hours
Europe.
crisis and the relief of Americans
after a ship belonging to another belThe armored cruiser Tennessee will abroad.
ligerent has departed from such
b9 UBed for sending gold to Europe In
Secretary McAdoo brought up the waters. Frequenting of government
clearing waters
accordance with the plan announced subject of an international
by an armed ship of the belhouse association in which the United
House.
the
White
at
ligerents would be considered untoday
States and European nations should
and offensive.
friendly
will
war
in
the
involved
The nations
hold membership, as one method by ' The
continues that if
proclamation
which
be informed of the purpose for
which this country might insure the any
of war or privateer of a belship
the gold is being Bent to Europe in disposition of its wheat and cotton ligerent shall enter any waters of the
order that no complications may fol crops In foreign markets. With the United Statee it shall be required to
banks of the country fortified with depart within 24 hours without taking
low.
offi
The armored cruiser Tennessee has milions of additional currency,
supplies beyond what may be necesimmediate
the
feel
cials
that
problem
York
between
with
sailed from New
sary for its immediate use.
the-rpAs the treaties of the United States
five and eight millions in gold for is to care for
of an Internation provide that a neutral nation shall
establishment
The
Americans In Europe.
of maintain a strict
A navy paymaster is in charge of al association and the resumption
neutrality, the presitrade, it was pointed out, would not dent in' his proclamation warns air
th treasure.
Assistant Secretary Breckenridge of only result in the sale of American persons who claim the protection of
the war department and a representa- crops hut would tend to bring back to the United States to obey such neuretrality. Persons violating such neutive of the American Red Cross sailed the United States much of gold
exported.
cently
trality can in no wise claim the proon the Tennessee.
tection of the United States against
COLORADO REPUBLICANS MEET
the consequences of their misconduct.
DELANO ON BOARD
4.
The
Persons in a neutral country
republiAug.
Colo.,
may
Denver,
A.
4.
Frederick
i
Washington, Aug.
can state assembly met here to In manufacture and sell arms and munii-tion- s
Delano of Chicago has accepted a dorse candidates for
of war but they cannot carry
senatorial, and
place on the' federal' reserve board various state offics who will make the such articles on the high seas for the
and President Wilsoi will send his race for the party nomination fit the use of a belligerent according to the
nomination to the senate today.
primary election early in September. proo!amnt:on;

GREAT WARS OF THE LAST CENTURY

GERMAN STEAMER

1812-181- 4

GERMAN ARMY AVIATORS DROP BOMBS IN FRANCE

ct

1821-182-

KAISER WILHELM II FAIL8 TO
BY WIRELESS AND MUCH
FEAR FELT

'

t

New York, Aug. 4. The Kaiser Wil-helII, of the North German Lloyd

"

Eritish secretary of state for foreign
affairs who made the first 'move
toward conciliation.
.

Paris, August 4. A dispatch from Nish says
that Austrian troops were defeated with heavy
losses by Servians on Sunday at Semendrina.
Ten regiments of Austrian infantry, comprising nearly 10,000 men, supported by heavy
artillery, advanced against the Servians, but
were repulsed, leaving many of their number
dead or wounded on the field. A large force of
Austrian troops, aided by a flotilla of 20 monitors,
has been trying for the last six days to cross the
river Save into Servian territory, but has not
succeeded in landing.
a
to

T

9

1E.31-183- 9
1C4S-184- 8
1853-185-

-

tory.

Be

'

1fc03-181- 5

Paris Announces Increase ol National Nole Issue to $2,400,000,000
ton-duand Berlin Parliament Appropiates $1,250,000,000 to
War Flurry of Excitement and Anxiety That Pased
Over America at First Report Gradually Abates,.

CODE

STATE OF WAR
EXISTS BETWEEN EURO-- .
,
i
PEAN COUNTRIES.

V'V

'Hit

AtCORDANEEWlTH

0

2t

United States to Look After German Inter
esis in r ranee aim i reutu iui
ests in Austria.

INSURES AGAINST,
AMERICANS ENTERING. s
THE CONFLICT

PROCLAMATION

-

-

,

line due in this port this morning from
Bremen had not arrived at Jl :30.
Neither has the. vessel sent by wireless her position to Cape Race and
Sable Island, as Is customary. The Kaiser Wilhelm y failed from
Bremen on JiliyTiS Snrf trt"&i CherJinrg
on July 29. Since that time nothing
has been heard from her. Two days
ago she snouia nave reported ner po
sition to the Cape Race wireless station.
The agents of the line here said they
believed the steamer would arrive in
the harbor today. It was probable,
they added, that the captain failed to
report by wireless because hy so do-i- n
he would have placed his vessel
in danger of capture.

Encounters Reported
A more tangible occurrence was the
bombardment of the French naval station at Bona, Algeria, by a German
cruiser, which, however, retired before
doing much damage, and is cruising
around the Mediterranean sea where
considerable number of French war
ships are looking for such marauders.
What the British admiralty intended
to do was not ascertainable, and no
news was made public of the movements of British war vessels. British
'
ports
ships "bound for continental
NEW NOTARIES APPOINTED
north of Calais were advised by the
Santa
Fe, Aug. 4. The following
reply
Germany demanding
Great Britain sent a virtual ultimatum
admiralty to divert their course to were
notaries public today
appointed
of
on
the
Belgian
neutrality.
subject
by midnight tonight
ports In the United Kingdom in the by Governor McDonald: B. StephenBritish
mobilization
the
of
army
the
proclaimed
King George today
interest of the national welfare.
son of Aztec, San Juan county; AnseV
In London.
and the reading of the proclamation was cheered1 by large crowds
As to the fighting between' Austria
mo Gonzales of Las Vegas.
threatened
and
on
war
declared
to
Belgium
have
and Sepvia, the original combatants
Germany is reported
Germany today invaded Belgian territory.
to annex the Belgian-Congin the war which has spread over the
naval
A Russian warship went aground on the Aland Islands after a
greater part A the European main
FOB PEACEFUL
battle between the Russian and German fleets.
land, reports came from Nish, Servia, PLANS
British
the
a
suffered
- Viscftunt
that the Austrians had
sharp
Morley is reported to have resigned from
TRANSFER REFUSED
repulse and heavy losses at the hands
n,
cabinet.
nation.
Balkan
of
the
on
Russia
of
war
the
troops
for
throws
"Whitebook"
responsibility
The German
In diplomatic quarters In London it
and France.
was
reported without confirmation that CARRANZA'S FOLLOWERS REJECT
German troops have penetrated French territory near Mars
THE CONDITIONS IMPOSED
the Turkish army, which Is being mob
commanderin-chie- f
scene of a bloody battle In 1870.; General Joffre, French
BY CARBAJAL
in
the
if
it
ilized,
will,
participates
f
at once left for the front.
general conflagration, remain under
The United States Embassy in Paris is to look after German Interests
Saltillo, Mexico, Aug; 3 (via Laredo,
the command of General LInan Von
Austria.
interestsin
for the
French
after
and
In France
Sanders, the Prussian officer who acts Tex., Aug! 4.) Negotiations
Mexico
loss
of
defeated
with
been
to
transfer
City to
have
are
heavy
peaceful
reported
Austrian troops
a3 instructor.
.
failed
tutionalistB
'const!
tonight
w
Premier Asquith In the house of the.
Dy inc oci
refused to encommons continued tne sending 10 The .constitutionalists
German army aviators dropped bombs last night on the French fortertain conditions imposed by " the
no loss of life.
Germany of a request that she should
ties of Lunevillecausing little damage and
commissioners. These comwar If England is forced in give the same assurance of the neu Carbajal
Japan officially declares she may join the
did not even see Carranza,
missioners
trality of Belgium as France had done
the far east.
and that her reply should he sent to
LONDON BULLETINS
The North German Lloyd liner Kron. Prinzessin Cecelie returned to
of England before midnight.
American waters at Bar Harbor, Maine, allaying anxiety as to the fate
London,
Aug. 4. The house of
Mr. Asquith said that a telegram had
the large amount of gold on board.
teen sent early this morning to Sir commons today voted $525,000,000
In Algeria and
A German cruiser bombarded a French naval station
Edward Goschen, British ambassador
for emergency purposes and passthen retired. '
in Berlin, to the following effect:
ed several bills In five minutes
DiDlomatlo relations had already
"The king of the Belgians has ap
without a dissenting voice.
London, Aug. 4. A second ultimatum
Ger pealed to his Brittanlc majesty'a gov
sent by Germany to Belgium declared been severed last night between
A special issue of the London
and France and the German am ernment for diplomatic Intervention on
to
carry
many
was
prepared
that Germany
this evening proclaim a
Gazette
bassador In leaving Paris Informed the behalf of Belgium,. The British govthrough by force of arms if necessary
martial
of
law, In the British
state
essential. French premier that Germany regard ernment is also Informed that the
any measures she considers
war
with
as
to
a
state
in
of
has
delivered
herself
eJ
Isles.
German
government
The British government was officially
g
to the Belgian government a note
A proclamation by King Georgs
informed by Belgium today that Ger- France, which required Germany
a
in
ambassador
Berlin
French
the
hand
and
neutrality
pending
friendly
Belgium
Invaded
had
man troops
commanding the mobilization f
of German troops
free
passage
that the violation of that country's hid passports.
the British army was read today
The open breach, between France and through Belgium and promising 'to
neutrality, which the British foreign
from the steps of the royal ex.
was rapidly followed by the maintain the independence and integ
secretary guaranteed must he followed Germany of German
change." A huge crowd cheered
troops on rity of the kingdom and Its possesby ction on the part of the British, appearance
an
Incursion
sions on the conclusion of peace,
French territory and by
and sang the British national anhad become an accomplished fact
German
to
case
treat
in
refusal
of
bomb
aerplones threatening
hurling
them.
la the meantime John Burns has re- ol
the fortified town of Belgium as an enemy".
An order was Issued this evensigned from the British cabinet and which attacked
The premier continued:
Viscount Morley's absence from Its LunevHle without doing anything more
con-- ,
ing giving the government
a roadway French airunderstand that Belgium catemeetings today indicated that this than damage
trot of all the railroads In Great.
were reported gorically refused to assent to a.
strong peace advocate also had deter- men and outposts also
on
German
Britain.
raids
terri
on
made
to have
Page Four)
mined to leave his colleagues.
,
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TWO

Summer School New Mexico Normal University Eminent Success

SOCIALISTS PLAN ANTI
WAR MASS MEETING

ri

GERMANY HAS HIGHEST
i

33

LnaVoyLoodin

HORSEPOWER CRUISER

.&c$mtoaM s Son

NEW
YORK LEADERS CALL ON SEYDLITZ, JUST COMPLEVEO, AT
PARTY TO PROTEST AGAINST
TAINS SPEED OF 28 KNOTS
CONFLICT
- PER
HO'Jrt

if'

'ZI'P

New York, Aug 4. At a meeting toBerlin, Aug. 4. German's recently
day or the officials of the socialist parcompleted
battleship cruiser Seydlitz
ty of America, plans were to be dis- has
89,738 propeller horse
developed
meetcussed for an antimilitaiist mass

'V

ing in this city, and it was expected
that national antiwar propaganda pro..
posed by the German language group
of the party would be indorsed.
It has been decided to ask tne national headquarters at Chicago to call
meetings all over the country to pro-tet- s
againEt war.
Louis Tarcal, a leader of the Hungarians opposed to the Austro-Serviawar, has telegraphed in behalf of his
organization to Samuel Gompers, ask
ing him to take measures to allay race
feeling among the different nationalities in unions of coal miners and other unions.' '
The Central Federated union has de
to call on the American Federacided
STUDENTS OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL, NEW MEXICO STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY
tion of Labor to hold mass meetings all
over the country to protest against
The school year of the New Mexico other states besides the New Mexico as one of the events of the summer war.
in Lasi Vegas. Her afternoon talks
Normal
University JUBt ended was enrollment
were
full of educational value and Inthe most successful la the history of The summer school began on June
terest.
the Institution. During the year 572 3 and continued until July 23. The
RULES OF CENSORSHIP
The taxing of
pictures by
students registered and took work first special holiday was on June 19, Chase Bell of themoving
Santa Fe Motion
under the various teachers. A large when the Commercial club entertained Picture company was another educaBY CABLE COMPANY
part of this number was enrolled In tJIe students at the big picnic in the tional and entertaining feature that
the Bummer session. The summer Hot Springs canyon. This affair will will be thought of often by those who
STRICT SURVEILLANCE
OF ALL
school was the largest and best ever always remain In the minds of the attended the summer school.
MESSAGES, AND NO CODES
The second commencement exerheld and fulfilled all expectations. students as one of the most enjoyPERMITTED
Before the eight weeks had ended able in which they ever participated. cises were held on Thursday evening,
on
went
23.
where
Honover 380 students had entered their
At
this
little picnics
Many
July
gathering the
New Yorl, Aug. 4. The following
nameg upon the books and were tak- there were just a few in the crowd orable M. Ii, Fox of Albuquerque adnctiee
300
governing cablegrams to Eu
and
number
the
Las Vegas scenery). dressed the students and graduating
nearly
enjoyed
ing work. Of this
came from other cities and counties Several of these parties made the trip class. Thirty received diplomas, mak- rope hasjjeen issued by the Commerof the state and many came from to Harvey's carriage house and to El ing a total of 52 for the year. The cial Cable company:
"Cablegrams for Great Britain and
authorities are well pleased with the
other states. There were students Porvenir.
Mrs. MacFarlane's lectures will be result and are planning for a bigger Ii eland must be in plain language
from Mississippi, Tennessee, KenEnglish or French, subject to censor-skip- .
tucky, California, Kansas and several remembered by all who heard them and better school next year.
Code and cipher messages prohibited.
TEXAS FARMERS IN SESSION
Fort Worth, Texas, Aug. 4. Nearly
"Cablegrams for France or via
France must be in one language mix5.000
delegates were in attendance
ed languages not admitted and code
when the annual convention of the
and cipher prohibited, subject to cen
Ff rmers' Educational and
TO
AT
Union of Texas was called to order
sorship.
"Cable grams for and through Rus
in the Chamber of Commerce audisia must be in plain language Rus
torium this morning by President W.
D. Lewis.
sian, French, English or German.
Following the opening ad- I
"Radio telegrams cannot be accepted
dresses the convention went into exe
for ships in the territorial waters of
cutive session.
JULY COLLECTIONS AMOUNTING
CONFERENCE CALLED FOR NEXT Great Britain."
II

--

-i..
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n
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SAN MIGUEL FIRST

STATE EDUCATORS

TO REMIT

MEET

TAXES

SANTA FE

TO $1,349 SENT TO AUDITOR'S
OFFICE

CITROLAXI
C

I

T

R O L AX

WEEK TO CONSIDER LEGISLATIVE MEASURES

I

CITROLAXI

Santa Fe, Aug.
What may prove
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. San Miguel was
It's a laxative of course and the
the first county to remit to State Treas nicest hot weather drink you ever to be the most momentous conference
in the history of the state is to be
urer O. N. Marron Its taxes collected tasted. Flushes
thoroughly and pleas- 4.

held next week in connection with the
F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
summer school. The state board of
says: "Have used laxatives for
education
sent $289.56 and McKlnley $242.02.
consisting of Governor McJa years but this Citrolax has got
Dcnald, Secretary of State Antonio
There were also other sources of
everything else beat a mile." Try it.
Lrcero, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of ths
revenue, Land Commissioner R. P. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Normal
Ervien depositing $4,806.90; the state Co. Adv.
University at Las Vegas
President E. L. Enloe of the State Norcorporation commission $2,294.35 for
mal School at Silver City; County Sucorporation fees which Is doing rather
well for July but It is due to one $1,000
perintendent Bonifacio Montoya of
Sandoval county; Rev. C. C. Hill of
fee paid in by Francis C. Wilson. The GERMAN CHANCELLOR
of
commission also paid $294 for InsurKoswell, county superintendent
Chaves
ance fees. Rio Arriba county remitted
I
and
county
County
Superin
MAN OF THE HOUR
tendent J. G. Swinney of Aztec, has
$150 toward the salary of the district
been called for August 12, while on
attorney for the First district and Mora
county $125 for the district attorney PAST PERFORMANCES INDICATE tht day before the .legislative commit
STRENGTH OF OFFICER IN
too of the New Mexico Educational as
of the Fourth district. Game Warden
PRESENT CRISIS
soclation consisting of Superintendent
Trinidad C. de Baca deposited $62 to
J. S. Hoger of Tucumcarl, Superintend
the credit of the game protection fund
Berlin, Aug.4. Germany's recently ent J. B. Taylor of Deming, and Coun
nud Warden John B, McManus enrolled the state treasury with. $345.45 Hollweg, the Imperial chancellor, has ty Superintendent L. C. Mersfelder of
now held that position five years, to Clovis will meet
of convicts' earnings.
together with the
the confusion of many prophets. The executive committee of the associa
of
a
total
McKlnley county reports
$787.83 of 1913 taxes collected In July approaching resignation or dismissal tion consisting of State Superintendent
and Quay county $7,612.25 of 1913 tax- of the "Philosopher of Hohenfinow," Ah an N. White, Dean Frank Carroon
es. $725,53 of 1912 and $27.29 of 1911 as he is called, has been many times of the Normal University, Professor J.
predicted since the emperor called
taxes.
Taylor and Rev. C. C. Hill. County
upon him to take the place of Prince Superintendent Miss Grace Goebel of
von Beulow, but these predictions
Deming and other educators of the
Woman's Duty to Herself
V";
have regularly been upset and there state have
already announced their in.
.Every woman owes it to herself to is today no indication that the chan tention to be also present as a legislaVeep In good health. No one can cellor does not possess the full confi tive
program for the legislature as
reasonably be expected to maintain dence of the ruler.
well as the New Mexico Educational
von Bethmann Hollweg has been
a cheerful disposition when half sick.
association are to be outlined. The
Indigestion and constipation are two the target for much criticism and he other
subjects to be discussed include:
of the most common Ills to which wom- has unquestionably made some mis "A New
Course of Study for Common
en are subject and fortunately are takes, but a review of nis five years
"Kind and Distribution of
Schools;"
easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, In- - of work shows that he has accomplish Text Books,'
"County Supervision of
(liana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I ed as much if not more than any other
"Needs of the State Departwas advised by a friend to try Cham- - cnanc6ilor since Bismarck. The adop Schools,"
ment of Education," "Blanks and Re:
berlaln's Tablets for Indigestion and tion of the greatest armament bill
"Consolidation of Institutes,"
ports,"
In
known
This
the empire's history, by a and
medicine not only
constipation.
"Correlation of State Educational
cured me of these disorders but toned reichstag with more than 100 socialInstitutions."
up my whole system so that my health ists and an
majority
Besides those mentioned Superin
has been better than for years since is In part to be credited to the chan
tendent
Charles D. George of Silver
taking them." For sales by all deal- cellor. His services for neace in 1911.
wnen the Prussian jingoes and the City; President David R. Boyd of the
ers. Adv.
crown prince were for war with University ofNew Mexico; Dr. R p.
ranee, are acknowledged, and the Humber and President George Ladd
SKULL DUG UP
the growth of a better understanding of the State College will be in at
tendance at the conference.
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. A skull and part between
Germany and Great Britain
of a skeleton were dug up by work- is In no small
his
degree
work. His
men digging a trench in front of the course has won for him
reW. T. Greene, Hopklnton, N. H..
general
Lincoln
On
Palace of the Governors.
spect, although he has few warm po- writes the following letter, which will
avenue, workmen also discovered part litical friends.
interest every one who has kidney
of the formar foundation of the palace
trouble.
"For over a year, Mrs. Greene
for in ancient times the structure ex- REVENUE CUTTERS CELEBRATE
bed been afflicted with, a very stub-tor- n
tended clear across the street but the
Washington, Aug. 4. Aboard all
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
torrean part of the west end had to craft of the United States revenue cutPills done more to complete her regive way when Lincoln street was ter service, wherever stationed, cere
covery than any medicine she has tamonies Wei-- hplrt tn.o
opened to the federal building.
ken and I feel it my duty to recom
tive of the birth of the service 121 mend them." O. G. Schaefer
and Red
Bubscrlbe for The Optlo.
yeas ago.
j Cross Drug Co. AJt.
in July, the state receiving $1,349.62,
antly, too.
Mora couny remitted $1,158.17. Quay V.,

a

.

PLfS

AND PLAYERS.

power on its official trials. This 1b
the highest horse power developed by
any battleship with turbines In the
world.
The Seydlitz registered an
average speed exceeding 28 knots an
hour, which gives her rank with the
armored cruisers Moltke and Goeben.
The day of the turbine cruiser of 100,-00horse' power appears not far off,
for Germany has thus far increased
the horse power of such vessels with
every successive one. The- Von der
Tann, the first, had 79,802 and the
figure has risen steadily.
-

A Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
When constipated take Chamber
lain's Tablets. Tbey are easy to take
In effect For
and most agreeable
sale by all dealers. Adv. .

BRIDGE CAMP ORDERED

Santa Fe, Aug. 4. State Engineer
James A. French today ordered a camp
established at the Rio Puerco bridge
site on the Los Lunas-Galluroad, pr
paratory to the building of the 319
foot bridge across the river. It will
be a pile bridge.

btaHuWlW

HUMAN FATHER

Our first shipment of the new footwear for fall is
here, and many
changed features are noticeable. We invite your inspection of these
that you may become acquainted with the new modes. Come.

Women's
Bronze Boot at

CC

CSCS

J0,UU

This will without doubt be the most popular of the new fall novel-jbritfeaturing those of corkscmp, brocaded bronze cloth top with
14 brown buttons. Modified English toe, no
cap, welt sole, Louis XV
leather heel. You must see this shoe to appreciate its style
,

Styles,

$3,50

to

4,50

Button styles prevail in these shoes, and cloth tops are in the majority featuring those of corkscrew cloth. Several new toes, mostly
receding, although we have remembered those who prefer the short
vamp. Cuban, Louis XV, and spool heels. Welt and turn soles. The
leathers are patent, dull kid and gun metal. Prices range from

$3.50 to 4.50 Pr.
ASK INVESTIGATION

Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Marron &Wood.
attorneys of Albuquerque, today filed
a petition with the state board of bar
examiners asking for a fair investigation of the firm's connection with the
strictures made by Judge W. H. Poye
in the federal court, in his opinion on
the famous Ellas Garcia case.

BOOTLEGGER

RELEASED

Santa Fe, Aug. 4. United States'
Commissioner IVJelvin T. Dunleavy today released George F. Montgomry
from custody, he having served 30
days for retailing liquor without a
license at Lovington, Eddy county,
and 30 days for costs, he taking the
oath of poverty.

CANADIAN CLUB CONFERENCE
WILL TAKE DEPOSITIONS
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. District Attorney
Vancouver, B. C Aug. 4. Vancouver
is entertaining for two days the an- Alexander Read went to Espanoola tonual conference of the Association of day to take depositions in a land con-

Canadian clubs. Delegates represent-in- g test case,
clubs in nearly all of the large cities of the Dominion are in attendChrystal Herne is appearing in a
ance.
playlet written by her sister Julie.

GIRL

SHUTS

SoutkSidoPla,

New Fall Footwear

p

W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kid
neys so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
across her kidneys, but after she took
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co Adv.

Store

ROOM

Doctor

TOT RESCUED BY OFFICER WHO
REACHES WINDOW WITH
A LADDER

Little Dorothy
Whittemore, years eld, who has been
a prisoner in: an upper1 rcom of her
father's home t 34 Arden place, Harmony park, was delightedly playing
today with three other little girls at
the shelter of the Westchester Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
Her father, Reginald G. Whittemore,
a broker of 56 Wall street, Manhattan,
was arraigned yesterday before Mag
istrate Bealle in Yonkers. charged
with endangering his daughter's life.
He says he thinks the charge will be
dismissed, but Charles H. Warner,
superintendent of the society accusing
him, does not think so.
The superintendent, with Patrolman
Boylan, yesterday raised a ladder to
the second' floor room after the for
mer had received complaints from
neighbors about the child's Imprisonment They found the door tightly
fastened, a heavy rope being attached
to the knob and tied around a heavy
piece of furniture in the hall. In the
room was the weeping child and on
a table were several sandwiches and
a bottle of Iced tea.
She said her father went to' his of
fice in the morning after leaving this
food, designed both as lunch' and din
ner, She said he usually got his dinner downtown and there was no one
in the house to cook for her. She
told a pitiful story of loneliness and
when she was carried down the ladder
she danced with joy. Last night she
was taken home by Mrs. Clara Wilson, a colored maid of 150 Woodworth
avenue, but was brought back to the
sneiter playgrounds today.
Whittemore said he had henn hnr
pressed financially and the services
of a nursemaid had been
temporarily
aispensea with, althoueh at Intprvnlo
he has; had a woman come in
"unfortunately she was not there
when the society agent arrived." He
said neighbors have assured
them
they were moved by sympathy for the
child, but that they have no anlmos-ittoward him He said he didn't
think the child had been
subjected to
improper guardianship, but was arranging to place her in charge of a
governess.
Superintendent Warner denied he
was going to withdraw the
charges
against tL broker, and said Whittemore would have to rawer
.
magistrate's court next Monday
New York, Aug.

4.

9

"Within the Law" has invaded Sou'h
Africa.
Fiske O'Hara will have a new Irish
comedy this fall.
The title for Henry Dixey's new
play is "Castle Romance."
Mme. Nazimova has withdrawn from
the management' of Charles Frohman
for that of the Lleblers.
The revival of "Diplomacy," with
William Gillette, Marie Doro and
Blanche Bates in the cast, will be
made In October.
Al Woods has obtained the Ameri
can rights to the play, "Innocent"
vthich George Broadhurst has adapted
from the French.
Joseph and Frederick Santley will
each head a separate company in Bar- tholomae's musical comedy, "When
Dreams Come True."
John Drew will begin his season in
New York September 7, in a new com
edy from the French entitled "The
.
Prcdlgal Husband."
Ethel Barrymore is to be seen late
in the season in an original nlav In
four acts called "The Bridge of SIgs,"
by Edward Sheldon.
Charles Frohman is to present Otis
Skinner in a new play entitled "The
Candle of Faith," of which Jules Eck-er- t
Goodman is the author.
"The Girl from Utah" is the name
of the new musical comedy in which
Julia Sanderson Donald Brian and
Joseph Cawthorn are soon to be seen.
Richard Carle and Hattle Williams
will begin their season in "The Girl"
and later In the year they will appear
in a new farce comedy.
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen, for forty odd
years a New York favorite, is to make
her farewell appearance this season
in "The Beautiful Adventure."
Among the early Frobam produc
tions will be the "Song of Songs", by
Edward Sheldon, a play based upon
the novel by Herman) Suderman,
Ida St Leon of "Polly of the Circus" fame has been engaged by Oliver
Morosco to play the role of Gertrude
Meyer, the stenographer heroine in
'
"Help Wanted."
The Chester comedy, "Cornelia Blos
som" Is to be produced In August In
the Gaiety theatre. New York. In the
caBt will be Burr Mcintosh, Louise
Dresser, Jane Grey and Lillian
'

w

Speaks Out
to Coffee Drinkers
The Boston Advertiser of June

quotes Dr. D. H. Kress,
tea, coffee and cocoa

15, 1914,

I off Chicago, in an address as saying

that

cause more deaths than alcohol.
"These table beverages are sapping the life of our nation. They are making us a race of
d
beings, unable to reproduce ourselves. The kidneys and liver do not perform their proper functions,
and the waste matter left in the system tends to hring on
arteriosclerosis.
weak-kldneye-

weak-livere-

t

"Statistics show concluely that as the consumption of
coffee, tea and cocoa have increased, the number of nervous
diseases and insanity have increased proportionately."
This strong statement fsively that as the consumption of
lightly disregarded.

It is easy to prove in one's own case whether coffee Is the
cause of frequent "spells" of nervousness, indigestion, biliousness,
liver complaint, headache, heart disturbance and other ills.
Quit coffee

10 days,

and

in its place use

OST UM
j5!

then note the difference.

;1"!

Made from prime wheat and a bit of molasses, Postum to a
pure
entirely free from the pernicious drugs In tea
and coffee, or any other harmful substance.
food-drin-

In thousands of homes Postum supplies a table beverage,
pleasant to the taste, and to be used freely as a rebuilder, where
'
coffee and tea tear down.
i
.,
,
'

f

Postum comes In two forms:

y

Instant Postum, a solublee boiled, 15c and 25c pkgs.
30

Instant Postum, a soluble form, made In the cup instantly,
and 50c tins.
i
'

i

Grocers everywhere sell both kinds and the cost per cup is
about the same.
'

.HlilETil'L! I

"There's a Reason" for Postum
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Baby

is Considered

pany,

Much thought

hug been given In late

years to the subject of maternity. In
the cities there are maternity hospitals
But
equipped with modern methods.
roost women prefer their own homes and
must
and
towns
the
in
villages
prefer
them. And since this Is true we know
from the great many splendid letters
written on the subject that our "Mother's
Friend" is a great help to expectant
mothers.
They write of the wonderful
relief, how it seemed to allow the
muscles to expand without undue strain
and what a splendid influence it was on
the nervous system. Such helps as
'Mother's Friend" and the broader
knowledge of them should have a helpful
Influence upon babies of the future.
Science says that an infant derives its
sense and builds its character from
cutaneous Impressions. And a tranquu
mother oertainly will transmit a more
healthful Influence than tf she is- ex
--

tremely nervous from undue pain. This
is wnut a nost or women uenevu wuu
used "Mother's Friend."
i
These points are more thoroughly explained in a little book mailed free,drun
"Mother's Friend" is sold in all
stores. Write for book. Bradfleld Rcguli.
tor Co., 411 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta. Gh.

CORPORATIONS

WOMAN REFUSES

OPERATION

j

Roswell Ranching Company
The Roswell Ranching company of
Roswell with R. B. Pruitt as statutory
agent, incorporated with $100,00!) capitalization divided into 1,000 shares of
which the incorporators E. A.
A. H. Pruit and R. B. Pruit of
Rotwell each subscribed 50 shares.
Water Users Association
The' Fifth South Spring Water Users' association of Roswell incorporated with caupltalization of $20,000, the
Incorporators and directors being Melville R. Summers 398 shares, J. M.
Hervey and Leonard McKee, one
share each. .
Holley Land and Cattle Company
Incorporation papers were filed by
the Holley Land and Cattle company,
capitalized at $300,000 divided into 5
000 shares of which 1,500 are preferred. The Incorporators and directors
are U. G. Holley, J. A. Holley and
C. J. Michaus of Rio Blanco county,
Colorado. The New Mexico headquar-tfr- s
are at San Marcial, Socorro county, with Charles N. Crossman, statutory agent .

INDICATE
GROWTH
RANCH
AND
WATER
COMPANIES FILE ARTICLES
SAME DAY

CATTLE,

Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Prosperity among
the livestock men is indicated by tiie
incorporation today of four livestock
companies, the charter being filed
v,ith the state corporation commission.
One of the companies has its headquarters in the Cromwell block In Albuquerque, the statutory agent betas
Walter M. Connell. The capitalization

like millions of

needles were pricking me all over. At
last my doctor told

me

1N2

now doing
all my work and feeling tine,
"I hope other suffering women will try
your Compound. I will recommend it
to all I know." Mrs. Daniel D. B.
Davis, 110 Franklin St, Logansport, Ind.
Since we guarantee that all testinw-lc:,- 5'
i3 it
nials which we publish are gp
' yeiia inot fair to suppose that

Standing, Relieved

by Cardui.

NATURALIZATION

FEDERAL
LAWS

IMPORTANT
Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "I suffered tot
five years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishmenl
was more than any one could tell.
1 tried most
every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Cardui, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
bad not taken but about six bottles until
1 was almost cured.
It did me more
good than all the other medicines I had

tried, put together.

s

Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Assistant Attor
ney General Harry S. Clancy handed
dewn two important opinions today.
One was on request of Christian H.
Jaborg, of Cedarvale, Torrance counts-,
and is of Interest because it goes
law,
Into the federal naturalization
which provides, for instance, that no
person can secure a naturalization cer
tificate within 30 days of the general
t
election but that this does not
the court from holding a hearing
on naturalization petitions in that
rlod. Attention is also called to the
fact that seven years after the first
papers are taken out the rights acquired by taking out the first papers
lapse and a new certificate of Inten
tion must be taken out
The other opinion draws attention to
tae statutes governing; the punishment
for cruelty to animals and is a Btatute
about which frequent inquiries are r&
ccived.
The nearest justice of the
pro-ven-

looked so well, and I told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it.
Do you, lady reader, surfer from any
oi we ailments due to womanly troume,

i

aa iiLauawuv)

wavn.aui.

oiui.awit

sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
jeeungr
If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident it will help you.
just as it has a million other women in
the past half century.
y.
You
Begin taking Cardui
won't regret it All druggists.
to-da-

'

Writt

.Advisory

Medietas Co..
trDei..Chattanoora
Chattanooea,
Term., (or

Ladies'

SttcM

immunom on your case and
Book, Home
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C, 184

If you have Limit Troulilr. (lit uut be
mlsli'd liy reports of diwoveries of specifies to relieve that affection. No 8iiei ille
has us yet been found. Eikniiiu'a Alterative, however. Is a medicine for throat
anil Inn
troubles which has been successfully used In ninny cases. If you me

sick. It mlRht he wise for you to invest
Its merits anil Its use may lie of .
Renil of this
lasting benefit to you.
case:
303 Seventh Ave.. New York.
Five years ngo last Au"Gentlemen:
gust I was taken t" St. Frauds' Hospital
to he. treated for Bronchitis and concerted Iuiiks. After several weeks' treatment
I was advised hv the doctor to go to a
convalescent sanitarium, but could not be
admitted because the doctor at the hospital, after a thorough examination, declared mv case I.una Trouble, mid pave
me a certificate to that effect. 1 showed
the certificate to Father Stark, and he advised me to take Kckman's Alterative.diI took the Alterative faithfully as
rected, and goon found myself free from
night gwents and fever, and gradually yot
better. I have not taken the Alterative
now for two venrs. and can truthfullv say
I am well. 1 fell better and am stronger
than before my sickness."
MAI1Y KOUHAMKH.
(Affidavit)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Brombitis. Wronchlil Asthma. Stubliorn
the system.
Colds and In upbuilding
Contains no narcotics, poisons or habit-formin- g
Ask for booklet telling
drags. and
write to Rckinaii
of recoveries,
Philadelphia. Ta.. for eviLaboratory,
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
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$30,000.00
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It will be

1

Taken Care of
with
Neatness and

"
Sufferers of Hay Fever
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
from choking, gasping asthma and tormenting hay fever for those who take
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
healing soothing coating as It glides
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
irritating coughs and colds. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

"Stay-at-Home-

Adv.
CHAMPION

OF

AUSTRALIA

Sydney, Australia, Aug.
Clabby, the American middleweight,
knocked out Dave Smith Saturday
night In the first round. The fight,
which was billed for 20 rounds, lasted
just 60 seconds. A heavy punch to
the jaw did the work. By his victory,
Clabby becomes middleweight, lightheavy, and heavyweight champion of
Australia. Smith outweighed him ten
'
pounds.
immy

'Accuracy

-

-

'

GOAL AMD V70 O D

GOLF TOURNEY
New York, Aug. 4. The ninth annual open championship tournament
of the Metropolitan Golf association
began auspiciously today on the links
cf the Scarsdale Golf and Country
club. The play will continue three
days and 'prizes aggregating nearly
the
$r.00 will be distributed among
winners.
METROPOLITAN

Dangers of Cholera Morbus
In almost every neighborhood some
one has died from an attack of cholera
morbus before medicine could be procured or a physician summoned. Every family should be prepared for
such an emergency. Mrs. E. M. Snyder, Herkimer, N. Y., says "About four
years ago my husband had an attack
of cholera morbus. I gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and it relieved the pain Immediately, and two or three doses of
it effected a cure." For sale by all

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
,

TtwUdem
President

trtutr

Interest Pedd On Deposits
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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ELECTRIC COOKING

Adv.

Cooking by Electricity is clean
Cooking by Electricity is pleasant

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
s,
SL Paul, Minn., Aug. 4. Members
$100 Reward, $100
of the order of Knights ot Columbus
The readers of this paper will be

have arrived here in considerable
number to take part In the annual
meeting of the supreme council. This
morning the delegates marched to the
cathedral to attend a special high
mass. The business of the convention
will occupy several days. The delegates will be the gueBts of the St
Paul and Minneapolis branches of tho
order during their stay here and the
arrangements for their entertainment
have been made on an elaborate scale.

yur Lfver Active During the
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
o'.ercome constipation. Ney Oldham
Wlmberley, Texas, says. "Foley Cathartic Tablets are the best laxative
O.
Jledo,
I ever used.
They take the place of
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
calomel."
consti
Wholesome,
stirring anl
for
Take Hall's Family pills
A comfort to
No
griping.
cleansing.
Adv..
pation.
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
OFFICIAL BREVITIES
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Attorney General
and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy leave to- - POPE OBSERVES ANNIVERSARIES
Rome, Aug. 4. In observance of the
morro wfor an outing on the upper
fifty-sixt- h
anniversary of his ordina
Pecos.
state
land
Muller
the
of
to
the
tion
priesthood and the twelfth
l'jklor Fred
land office has returned from an offi- anniversary of his election to the
cial trip to Portales, Roosevelt county. papal throne. Pope Plus X today cele
Stat! Engineer James A. French brated solem n pontifical mass in St,
on PBtcr'a In attendance were all the
went to AlDuquerque yesieraay
members of the Sacred College res!
read matters.
dent in Rome and a large number of
I 8ubsrlb
tor Thm optn.
bishops, clergy and lay pilgrims.

Cooking by Electricity is healthful
Cooking by Electricity is economical

id

Cooking by Electricity is safe

hij

We have a large supply of electric-

m

Keep

i
Ml

,

Office with (he San Miguel National Bank
WM.

flat on East

pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires
constitutional treatment Hall's
a
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act
muing directly upon the blood and
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the dis
ease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
in Its curative powers that they Offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To--

Vice-Preside-

INTEREST PAID

i

Adv.

ted a mattress in an

clothing

FIRE COMPANIES PAID
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Fire companies
all over the state will be made happy
this week by the receipt of their an
nual warrant by the state. Auditor
W. G. Sargent mailing them out today.
Under the statute Albuquerque receive $2,250; Ratno and Santa Fe $1,-200 each; Roswell $1,000, Silver City
$700; Las Vegas $800; Carlsbad $600;
Alamgordo $600; East Las Vegas $400;
and the following $500 each Gallup,
, ctealers.
Artesia, Las Cruces, Socorro, Tucum-cariClayton, Springer and Doming.

95,B0.M

1100,000

Bring Your
Job Work

YOUNG WOMAN FOUND SLAIN
New York, Aug. 4. The body of a
well dressed young woman was found
by children today beneath a heap of

Santa Fe, Aug. 4 Deputy District
CI erk A. A. Senecal of the federal
court, went to Albuquerque today with
an exhibit in the case of Walter U
Hough vs. The Northwestern Colonization and Improvement company which
wants to hold a directors' meeting at
Albuquerque and needs the minute
book, which is one of the exhibits In
the case. Clerk Harry F. Lee would
entrust no one else but his deputy
with it.

Don't Be Misled if
You Have Long Trouble

and B O. Murphey and Red
Drug company.
Price $1 and 2 a bottle.

Drug Co.

BOOK

MINUTE

OF

Don't endure the needless paiu and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
it ia by the hot weather. W. T. Hut
chens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I But
fcred the aches and pains of rheumatism, swollen feet, irregular painful
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

towel was wrapped about her neck.
The police began a search for two
GARFIELD IN SANTA FE
men who rented the flat two weeks
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Former secretary
ago, and were heard by neighbors
of the interior, James R. Garfield, one
moving about the premises late Thursof the national
progressive leaders
day night.
will be present at the meeting of city
and county progressives called to gathCATHOLICS TO FIGHT LIQUOR
er at progressive headquarters on San
e
Francisco street this evening. This
Niagara Falls, Ont., Aug. 4. A
of Catholics; of the United States
is to be the mosj important progre-sivmeeting of the campaign bo far and Canada favorable to the prohibiinterested In the tion of the liquor traffio was opened
and all persons
the
which
for
party stands are here today in the assembly hall of the
things
United to lie present. Mr. Garfield is Cataract House. The meeting, accordIn Albuquerque
today and was met ing to the official call, is for the pur
this pose of shaping a movement that will
C. Wilson of
Francis
by
"ve
promising Mr. Wilson to come enlist the active service of Catholic
'to Fatita Ke to.lay and address the men and women In the work of obtain'
meeting.
ing legislation to eliminate the liquor
traffic.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compv.u.Ki has the
virtue to help these women u viil hf'p
CITY MANAGERS CONFER
any other woman who is suflunng in a
Springfield, O- -, Aug. 4, The first
like manner?
If you are ill do not drag along un:il conference of city managers ever held
an operation is necessary, but at once in the United States mat here today
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable and will continue in session until FriCompound.
day. The city manager is an out
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham growth of the commission plan of
MelicineCo.,'(conflrtontial)Lynn,
government: It is declared
Mass. Your letter wil be oponod, municipal
to be the most
Its
supporters
by
read and answered by a woman
system yet devised for taking
and held in strict confidence.
the control of city affairs from the
hands of politicians, as well as the
peace has jurisdiction and the offend- best method for the economical ader may be taken there immediately by
ministration of the business of the
ar.y person witnessing the act of cruelmunicipality.
ty, the fine being $5 to $50 and, the
30
10
to
days.
imprisonment
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
The most prompt and effectual cure
TENNIS TOURNAMiENT
fcr diarrhoea Is Chamberlain's Colic,
Wayne, Neb., Aug. 4. Several score
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
Neb
of the foremost tennis players of
as soon as the first unnatural
raska are entered in the annual tour given
looseness of the bowels appear one
nament, for the state championship
Jose Is nearly always sufficient to ef
which opened here today. Omaha,
fect a cure. It should be kept at
Lincoln, Hastings and Grand Jsland
hand
ready for instant use. For sale
are among the cities represented. The
dealers. Adv.
all
by
play will continue through the remainder of the week.
NEEDED

RULINGS

THRO

con-frenc-

I improved right along. I am

Of Mrs. Chappell, of Five Yeari'
INTERPRETATION

that

an operation, but
I
this I refused.
told my husband to get me a bottle of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound and I would try it before 1 would
submit to any operation. He did so and

PYTHIANS MEET IN WINNIPEG
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Aug. 4. With
nearly 1,000 delegates and visitors in
attendance the supreme lodge of the
Knights of Pythias opened the first
session of its ten days' convention
here this morning. Owing to the fact
that a number of important questions
of policy are to be discussed and acted upon at the present meeting the
attendance is larger than usual, delegates being present from every section of the United States and Canada,
Many members of the Pythian Sisters,
the womens auxiliary of the order.
are also attending the gathering. An
elaborate program of entertainment
has been outlined. Dinners, recep
tions, sight seeing trips and theater
parties will be provided, the Winni
peg lodges and the civic authorities
acting as hosts.

OFFICE

that all

would save me was

4TT0RNEY GENERAL'S

SEVERE PUNISHMENT

,

STATE FUNDS DISBURSED
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. The following Is
the allotment of state land office in
come for July to various state institu
tions: ommon school fund $2,365. IS,
University of New Mexico $17.89; Agricultural College' $64; Silver City
Tell. How She Was Saved $1?6.94; Las Vegas $136.95; El RIto
Pink-ham- 's
$58.60; Eastern Normal school $72.54;
by Taking Lydia E.
School of Mines $101.30; Military Insti
Vegetable
tute $87.20; Miners' Hospital $63.04,
li sane Asylum $21.51; hari table and
Compound.
Rtform Institutions $20.80; Blind Asy
Logansport, Ind. "My baby was lum $125.46; Deaf and Dumb School
over a year old and I bloated till I was
a burden to myiet $34.57; Water Reservoirs $121.60; Rio
Grande Improvement
$20; Public
I suffered from
trouble so I Ruildings $23.60 and Railroad Bonds
could not stand on $45.
my feet and I felt

divided into 25,000 shares.
Each of the Incorporators has suoscrib-e- d
to 5,000 shares, the Incorporators
being: Frank Bond of Espanola; R.
C Dillon of Enclno; J. H. McCarty of
Taos; A, W. Wiest of Wagon Mound
end Walter M. Connell of Albuquerque. The company Is known as the
Bcndtonnell Sheep and Wool comIs $25,000
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You have read what I
said to my people the other day from
the; balcony of my castle. I repeat
new that we no longer know any parties. I knew only Germans, and In
order to testify that you are firmly resolved without distinction of party to
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PERSONALS
Sablno Garcia of Wagon Mound is
visiting In the city today.
R. Regenburgn passed through here
yesterday evening en route from his
home in Lob Angeles to New Jersey.
Br. Regenburgn stated that the roads
were in very bad condition.
Mrs. Charles Adams and daughter
are visitors from Watrous today.
Paul M. Nutter of Raton is in the
city today attending to business in-

terests.

J. M. Anderson o Amarlllo is among
our visitors from the southern part
of the country.
H, B. Roeder of the Duke City is in
.,
town on a business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Strong are visiting this city. They reside in

ammunition chests of German cruisers
reported hovering around New York
seeking means to continue their voyages to home waters or some place of
surety.
Also it was declared there' is no prohibition in International law against
the sale by Americans of any quantity
of military supplies,' coal or other contraband of war to the aid of a belligerent 'government
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Now York

National League
'
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53

Pet

L.
37

.590
.547

43
52
Chicago
46
51
St. Louis
46
45
Boston . ..T
49
46
Cincinnati
Bias Sanchea of Wagon Mound ia in
49
43
Philadelphia
the city on a short business visit.
50
40
..
Pittsburgh
Mrs. C. M, Straussen and daughter,
50
39
Brooklyn
their
Isabelle, left this evening for
home at Raton.
American League
Prank H. H. Roberts left this after- L.
W.
nnnn for Mountainalr. where he will- 34
61
Philadelphia
speak before the chautauqua.
43
55
BcEton
this
afternoon
J. D. powers returned
43
53
from LA Junta, where he has been on Washington
48
Detroit
...51
business for a few days.
50
48
N
Mrs. Charles Greenclay and daugh- Chicago .
49
47
Louis
St.
ter, Leona, and son Gerald returned
65
.43
New York
today from Denveiv
32
68
W. I Crockett left today for Chi- Cleveland
.,.
....
cago on a business trip.,
Federal League

.526

Alqu-querqu- e.

HARVEY'S 1 OPEN
v34th season of this famous ,moun

tain resort Carriage out every Sat
urday morning, returning following
charges $10.00, transportaFriday;
tion, $1.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las , Vegas.
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'
'
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
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Chicago

55

42

Baltimore
Indianapolis
Brooklyn

61
49

40

47
45
41
43

41

40

66

Buffalo

Pittsburgh
Kansas City
St. Louis

42

STEAMER

MYSTERIOUS

IN

EXIT

W.

46

50
64

LEAVES
KRON PRINZ WILHELM
NEW YORK AT NIGHT STEER.
ING STRANGE COURSE

destination
New York, Aug.
the steamer Kron Prinz Wllhelm
of the North German Lloyd line, which
left this part last night with a cargo
of coal and miscellaneous stores, was
a subject of speculation in marine circles today.
The steamer, after clearing Sandy
Hook, had only her running lights
burning and was headed in a southerly
direction. Instead of northeastwardly
which is the usual course for steamships bound for Europe.
The southerly route taken, and the
fact that the steamer had about 2,000
tons more coal than-- she would need
to cross the Atlantic, besides sea
stores, led to reports that she was
going to sea to transfer supplies and
fuel to the German cruisers Dresden,
Sarrburg and Karlsruhe, which have
been reported as. hovering in American waters.
The departure of the Wllhelm, It was
feraed in some quarters, might involve
the United States in a neutrality controversy, but authorities agreed that
gross negligence would have to he
shown; also that the Bhlp carried war
"'
materials.
.No question can be raised successfully as to the right' of the Kronk Prinz
Wilhelm to leave New York with as
much, coal and even' munitions of, war
as she can carry according' to the experts of the state department at Washington, notwithstanding
report that
her purpose la to replenish coal anl
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63

43

Denver
St. Joseph

61
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45
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43
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42
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Des Moines

Lincoln
Omaha .
Tcpeka
Wihcita

.438

Pet
.642
.561

52

''

R.H.E.
2 11
7 11

New York

2
2

Batteries: Benton, Schneider, Ylng-llng- "
and Clark; Matjtiewson and McLean, Meyers.
R.H. E.
Second Game
5 10 6
Cincinnati
. .
9 1
-- 4
New York
Batteries: Ames, Snyder and Gonzales, Clark; Demaree and Meyers.
" R. H B.
At Brooklyn
7 13 3
Pittsburgh
3 12 1
Brooklyn Batteries: Cooper, and Gibson; Ra
gan and 'Meyers, McCarty.

At Boston
Boston .
St Louis
Batteries:
Tjkle'r
Grlner and Snyder.

1

0 3 1
Whaling;

and

R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
6 3
.
Chicago
5 9 1
...
Philadelphia
Batteries: Stack, Zabel and Archer;
Alexander and Killifer..

At Detroit

Pet Detroit
.567

Batteries-

70;

Dec. 65.
Dec.
Lard, Sejt. 7v77; Oct $8.95.
Pork. Sejt. $18.75.
Ri' s. Sept. $11.55; Oct. $10.95.

Corn, Sept
Oats, Sejpt. 35

Cole and

.560
Caveleskle and Baker.
".538
.534
At Cleveland
.493 Cleveland
.451 v7ashington
.441
Batteries:

0
1

BENNY

Nunamaker;
R.H. E

-

National League

at New York. '"'
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St Louis at Brooklyn.,
American League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at St Louis.

Kansas City at Brooklyn.
Western League
Denver at Des Moines.
Lincoln at St. Joseph.'
Sioux City at Topeka,
Omaha at Wichita. -

.495
.462

Federal League
At Pittsburgh
.398 Pittsburgh
.39

pounds and

weighed

mont 126.

.

Dannie O'Brien of Seattle, went 10
R. H. E.
with Ev Winters of Raton, S.
rounds
1
M., O'Brien getting the decision.
1
0
6
Chicago
Frank Gonzales of Las Vegas, N. M.,
Batteries: Dickson and Kerr;
fouled Kid Kalis, In the second round
and Clemens.
of a scheduled eight-roun- d
bout and
was
Ka'is
the
decision.
given
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
7 14 2
Indianapolis -

71

..

6

6

9 13

-

ewsa

nm

,

$252,370.47

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples BankJSr Trust Company
COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

ADVANCE

GOOD

THE

PATTERNE DAFTER

USED

TIONAL SYSTEM

EDUCABY

KANSAS
New York, Aug. 4. The entire pub-H- i
school system of Porto Rico is pat-

14, 1912.

on the same basis of education as Kan
sas City." said Mr. Stains. "He has

succeeded, wonderfully well, but Is still
hampered, by lack of funds and with
inadequate buildings. Porto Rico is
about a third the size of Kansas and
has 1,500,000 population. About 150
American teachers are employed oa
the island now."
The school years in Porto Rico lasts
from September to June. Mr. Bainter
is stationed at San Juan, the capital,
and directs all of the work from there.
Mr. Stains says domestic science and
manual training are two very popular
features of the educational work. All
departments of the public, schools are
taught in English. Spanish and other
languages are taught the same as
they are In the public schools In Kan-sc- s

a spy and detained by revolutionists
until the American consul secured a
release for him. He stated yesterday
he would not go back to Porto Rico
this year.
"Since Mr. Bainter was made commissioner of education two years ago
he has endeavored to place Porto Rico

STATE PRIMARIES
IN KANSAS TODAY
WOMEN FORCE PROHIBITION
IS
SUE ON ALL CANDIDATES IN
BOTH PARTIES

Topeka, Kan., Aug. f 4. Kansas la
holding Its fourth state-wid- e
primary
today. Women are voting for all
for the first time. The names ot
300,000 of them are on the poll books
and they are represented by several
state and congressional
candidates.
The women's organizations have forc
ed every candidate to declare himself
o
national prohibition and national

of-f.c-es

.suffrage.

and coffee.
"The climate is very delightful. I
never knew it to go above 90 degrees.
There is a general trend of the entire
country to get free from the United
States. I believe when this comes
about the divided factions will plunge
the country into !war," said Mr. Stains.

'IJ""

4

of
Congressman Victor Murdock
Wichita is the progressive candidate
for the United States senate and Henry
.T. Allen heads the ticket for governor.
Senator Joseph L. Brlstow Is having
strong opposition In the republican primaries in his effort to return to tiia,
Vn':ted States senate. Charles Curtl
of Topckr.; A. M. Harvey of Topeka
and H. H. Tucier of Kansas City, oppose him.
The democrats have a seven corner
ed contest for the senatorial nomination. George H. Hodges has no opj
position for renomlnation as a demo
cratic candidate for governor; nor ha
Arthni Capper of Topeka for the sam
office as a republican.

'''Mt'-

..

Batteries:
Kaiserling, Mullln and
Warren; Peters, Houck and Owens.
At Baltimore- -R. H. E.
8 11 h
Baltimore
3 10 4
Kansas City
Batteries: Conley, Yount and Jack-litscJohnson, Harris and Brown
,

At Buffalo

.

R. H. E.

,

Buffalo
St. Louis

--

Batteries:
and Simon.

4
0

8
4

0
1

Ford and Blair; Brown
't

Western League

R.K.E.

At Des Moines
Des Moines

Uenver .
Batteries:
and

3

.

7

1

5

1

.4
Turner, Lakaff,
Schreiber
Haley;

Mo-grid-

and

Block.

At Topeka
R. H.E.
4 8 4
Topeka
12 23 1
Sioux City
Batteries: Orover, Falrcloth, Jones
and McAllister; Reagan and Murphy;

"-

fAfcV.V.V.V.V.V

... - ...

419

trt

Railroad avenue. Phone Main

397,

Adv.

counter!
Your next move is to prove out this kind of language.
slip into the next store and get a tidy red tin of ck?
i
F TT
T3 Mia

h

4

.

and most agreeable
sale by all dealers.

In effect
Adv.

,

For
,

Just

.J

SlrWn

the national joy smoke

We staked three years and a fortune to perfect a patented
processthat produces in Prince Albert the most wonderful
pipe and cigarette tobacco ever known! It costs you ten
cents to "see"!

GUARDED
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Aug. 4.
The Canadian Soo ship canal is being

A Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
. When constipated take
Chamberlain's Tablets.- - They are easy to take

V.

-

mm

v

4

SOO CANAL

guarded day and night by secret serv
ice agents of the Domininion as Can.
adian shipping on the great lakes
would be seriously affected if the locka
were tampered with. '

j

Jammed in a jimmy pipe Prince Albert is the best tobacco yQui
or any other citizen ever did fire up !
m;
WJliBi?
' Rolled into a makin's
lick
the tar
Prince
Albert
,will
cigarette
out of any other tobacco bar none thai ever sold across a

.

weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday, leaving. Las Vegas postoffice
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week, H. B. Hubbard, Prop

,.

P. A.'s a double header!

R. H. E.
At Wichita
Omaha. .T.8 9 0
J 2 7 4
-- ,..
Wichita a
Batteries: Garrett and Kreuger;
Durham and P. Graham.

Automobile stage line to Mora

vac

1

1,

Total Resources January i, ioi4 - $320,653.83

terned after Kansas City's system. It
is under the leadership of E. M. Bain- who
CHAVEZ DEFEATS ter. commissioner of education,
formerly was principal of the Central
school, according to G. W. Stains,
high
IN RETURN GO
1!02 East Thirtieth street, Who arrived

The University of California has invited Maude Adams to appear in the
At St Joseph
R. H, E.
v
Greek theater on the university
5 7 4
grounds in a series of comedies to be Lincoln 9 14 4
St.
Joseph
Panama
exposition
given during the
Batteries: Smith, Dessau and Re-in June of next year.
hor; Vance, Brown and Schang, Griffith.

NS

.

DEW

.509

Federal League

Chicago at Baltimore.
St Louis at Pittsburgh.
Indianapolis at Buffalo

S E A S'O

'X..

Total Resources July

ia Kansas City Thursday, after teachCity.
FOR SECOND TIME IN TWO WEEKS
a year at Abonito, Porto Rico. Ho
3
ing
now Porto Rico is in poor fin
"Just
THE TRINIDAD BOY IS SUC
had charge of the manual training de ancial condition, directly due to the
Collamore, Hagerman
CESSFUL
.417 and
new tariff in this country. Since the
Egan; Engel, Ayers and Henry.
partment.
tariff went Into effect Cuba and other
the
States
United
Before reaching
Denver, Colo., Aug. 4. Benny ChaAt St. Louis
R.H.E. vez of Trinidad,
ielaads, which produce more sugar and
ex
the
over
decision
got
last week Mr. Stains had a singular
Pet. Boston .'
1
6 2
have better shipping facilities, can
Gene Delmont, of Memphis, here last
.600 St. Louis
6 8 0
perience, in La Guayre, Venezuela, send their sugar to the United Ktst'
at
the end of 15 rounds. The v
night
.575
Battreies:
here he visited after leaving Porto without duty, and Porto K'oo ling sufBedient and decision was
Gregg,
popular.
.5
James
and
Thomas;
Agnew.
He was suspected there of being fered Its principal products are sugar
Bico.
Chavez
119
Del-

Chicago

the best in all
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CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Aug.
r
8 2
Market lower.
12 1 oeipts K.dOv).
Cattle, receipts 17,000. Market stea
and
Wolf- dy
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market

1

From week to week this space wU nolo some interesting
pertaining to banking business."
This week we present evidence of growth.

PORTO RICO SCHOOLS

KANSAS

R. H. E.

New York

BASEBALL

You Will Find

CRISTA 1

2

5

Chicago, Aug. 4. Wheat advanced
sharply today as a result of improved
prospects for a 6peedy renewal of exports to Europe. The opening, which
lower to V4 ft higher.
ranged from
was followed by a rise of 2 to 3
cents compared with last night September touched as high as 90 cents.
December 94 cents, and May $l. The
close was strong and 2 to 2 cents
net higher, on account of the late re
"
ports of expotr buying. ... (
Serious crop damage lifted corn. AT-- .
xer starting
to
cent aigner, price
continued tq ascend, and in some cases
gained as much as 2'4 cents, September reaching 70 cents. closing prices
vcre strong 2V to 2 cents above
' ''
last night'
'Although oats opened lower under
pressure of hedging sales, a substan,
tia'l advance ensued.
Provisions rallied moderately from
yesterday's depression. The closing
quotations weer as follows:
Dec. 90.
Wheat, Sept. 89.
:

R. H. E.

American League
S
- Philadelphia
.515
-.400 Chicago
Batteries:
Plank, Penaok
.490
Lapp,
Russell, Faber.
Schang;
.439
and Schalk;
JS20 gang

of

TODAY'8

National League
At New York
Cincinnati .

.552

'

Western League

GERMAN

.505
.434
.467
.441
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Listen: That patented process has absolutely revolutionized the manufacture of smoking tobacco. P. A. can't bite your tongue and it can't
parch your throat. All you got to do to get the question off your
is to try it out and then compare it, puff for puff,
mind, quick-likwith any tobacco you ever smoked or heard about !
e,

tidy red tine, lOet
Everywhere toppy red bare, Sc:
hamidore.
handeome pound and half-poun- d
a

V R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

Winston-Salem-

,
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IMPOSSIBLE BOY
ILLUSTRATIONS

$

POPfi3-AEP-

CDpyPIGHT
Gypsies and artists, society folk,
reckless Bohemians, bold conspirators and a performing bear units
to keep this story pacing down
the road to Arcady. From the
carefree life of wandering gypsies along the highway you are
carried to the strangest, gayest
spot In Gotham's fascinating Bohemia.

CHAPTER

I.

Of Introductions.
;
"You see, Mr. Jones, so many people
Are Introduced, who never really meet,"!
"that It seems a pity those
Caid Pedro,
could meet have to wait for an
I

Introduction, eh?"
Mr. Jones etopped licking hia front
(paws, and raised his head, tbe tip of
For
als nose twitching attentively.
reveral moments he looked at .Pedro
kith an unwavering stare, and then,
though suddenly remembering what
ae had been about, resumed the lava- It might bo mentioned
forlal process.
that Mr. Jones was a small
jbrown bear, fat, young and Intelligent.
P6dro rolled over la the dried yellow grass, luxuriating In its warmth,
and In the poignant odor of autumn
foliage turned to flame by long absorption of the summer sun. To the
Jyouth lying In the stubby grass life
teemed Juet now to hold all too many
possibilities, and he was filled with a
because he could not
sort of self-pitgrasp them all.
'
Although It was only
he had already stolon away from Beau-JeaRico and the others. In order
to fight out the battle of an Important decision In privacy. But now
(that he was alone with his problem
land his bear he found himself afraid
(of the former, and to put off the evil
Imoment when he muet think in good
earnest ho talked to the animal. The
had reached out a slim, brown hand
land took up one of the newly laved
n

jpaws.
'
"How do you do, Mr. Jones?" said
(lie solemnly. "I am delighted to meet
lyou! That's how they do It, eh? Now,
II call It silly that some one has to say
a charm before two others are permit-- t
'd to make an Inquiry after the
l:alth! What do you think, Mr.

Jones?"
The bear gave a little grunt and
t .rust his nose Into the boy's palm.
"Ah! I knew you would agree," exIdlmed Pedro. He gave the crea
ture's ear, an affectionate tweak and
then spread his slender length upon
the ground again.
"I liked that girl," ho continued
laloud, "you should have seen her, Mr.
(Jones; she had red hair. Not horrid
like like Joy! All
'fred, hut
(crisp and curling It was. And such a
Hbeautlful pale face. She looked at me.
lyou must know, but I did not dare to
Speak, because she would not have answered, and that would have been a
tragedy. Why should she epeak to a
ragged young man to whom she had
never been Introduced? Of course,
(she would cot! I wish she had,
jthough, because I liked her . . .
lEut I could look at her. That was
(something ! There was a line, amlgo
Jmlo, from her chin to the base of
her throat ah!"
He rolled over again, burying hia
red-gol-

vimum

ui in a,

vsua

CD. RHODES

mug

teigh escaped him, and then a second,
5for the mention of that beautiful line
(from breast to chin had reawakened
Oils subdominant problem the problem of his future, and of his life work.
Happy as he was, ho could no longer
jput off a decision regarding It. The
tcravlng to get at the occupation near- test his heart had been gathering
strength these many months past and
tvas now straining at the leashes of
Ihis will, tearing him from ono dearly
Hoved way of life to another, scarcely
rled, yet which called him ceaselessly
Was he to continue free (a mere
Idancer of bears) but free? Or should
the at last become a painter, chained
tto his work by ties as strong as those
rwhlch held hia bear, for all they would
(be Invisible?
Before his mental vision arose the
phantom of what he would fain Interpret and depict . . . Tbe spires of
(cities, smoke from the altars of com
fmerce, teeming multitudes of men
women.
(find
Shops, lights, color,
(movement, broad boulevards adorned
!ty the equipages of the rich; narrow
alleys where the poor Jostled and bar
In the murky flare
tered at push-cart- s
.
iof lamps; visions of broad
acre
on
mile
on
mile
acre,
spreading
A veritable ocean of roofs stretching
:far as eye could see, covering more
"pain and passion than tbe heart could
know, more colored with Joy than the
Cband could depict.
' But how could he let
e
go the
variety of svery day? Ah! ha
icould not; it was Impossible!
the long, white road that led
to nowhere, yet which brought one t
a new place each hour? Renoun
the nights spent beneath the of-- .
theavena: the sweet summer nights
among the meadow flowers; the winder twilights, when he and the bear
cowered down together In the hay of
av lonely barn, or if they were rich,
roof-tops-

lnfl-mit-

gl

CO

.

procured the privilege of a tavern
kitchen with the spoil of the eve
nlng's performance! Oh, blessed dayi
of Journeying among simple adventures, tramping all through the noon,
or loafing long hours and dreaming!
Now, It was a group of children, laughing for glee at Mr. Jones' dancing,
then a curious crowd In a sordid Tillage street, enticed Into merriment
and self forgetfulness by hie antics. At
another time Mr. Jones, sedate and
full of decorous tricks, was solemnly
exhibited to the inhabitants of a great
country house. And there were tbe
road bouses at night. Here he and
the bear would dance the "coquette"
(learned In Paris), to the accompaniment of uproarious applause; and the
harvest was rich, thrown clinking into
the apron of Old Nlta, one of tbe little
troupe to which he belonged. Ah!
those were the gay nights!
Past the last few months his
thoughtt flew back to Journeylngs far
and wide: white roads of Lorraine, a
theatrical little village near Naples,
where Mr. Jones had worsted a rival
In combat for honors on a market day;
Holland, where the bear had stolen
the little wooden shoe from the tulip
selling girl, and where they met the
and he, with his
gigantic Beau-Jean- ,
wife, Guneviere, and the great, grizzly
Koko had Joined them. That made a
company of six, for already there was
Rico, his bear and his Anna, and
Nita that wicked Old Nita, who
danred the "coquette" herself when
they, bears and all, went late one
night to tbe Bal Bodin in Montmartre

gleam of white, movlrg
swiftly. Then came the noise of heavier tramping a man's step this time
a man In baste at that. Then a woman screamed, her frightened cry ringing out sharply.
The bear, moved to curiosity by the
eound. plunged through the hedge and
disappeared, and Pedro, grasping his
staff like a cudgel, set off down the
elope at a run, reaching the hedge
only a moment later than the bear.
The fragrant branches whipped across
the boy's face as he rushed past,
emerging breathless upon the highway. A dramatic scene awaited him.
Down the road a thoroughly frightened tramp was speeding from the terrifying and wholly unexpected apparition of the bear, a cloud of dust enveloping his horrified 'retreat. Close
to the gateway, her purse clasped frantically to her bosom, stood a girl, bewildered and alarmed a girl whom
the last sunbeams bathed In glory,
,
gleaming on her hair that was
like Joy." And to complete the
picture, there stood Mr. Jones, erect
upon his hind legs, his tongue lolling
out and his clumsy paws waving from
her to Pedro.
It was an Introduction.
That she was almost as much
frightened by the bear ae by the
tramp, whose attempted robbery the
animal's sudden appearance had frus
trated, was clear. At sight of Pedro
he screamed again.
"Oh! the bear! Help, help! Oh,
take him away!" she cried.
"Abas!" said Pedro Bharply, address
lng hie pet. But Mr. Jones did not
obey Immediately, and for a moment
the three stood as if transfixed. The
the bear dropped to all fours, and the
spell of the tableau was broken.
"Oh, how fortunate that you were
near!" she began breathlessly. "II
was a tramp. He wanted my little
silk purse . . . but the bear frightened him away; he came so suddenly
the bear did, that Is. In another instant that dreadful man would have
had my bag. Not that I would have
cared so much about the money, you
know," she added a trifle apologetically, "but I have registered letters
In It for my father. I have Juet come
from the post office, and If they had
been lost . . . but, perhaps, you
do not understand English?"
"Oh, yes!" said Pedro, taking his
eyes from her slender throat and
flashing a brilliant smile at her. "Oh,
yes, indeed, I understand you!"
"Then please let me thank you,"
said she, her Interest In him growing
every moment
"But there is nothing for which
may receive thanks!" he protested.
Actually, she seemed to consider the
Fumbear's introduction sufficient.
bllngly he removed hiB wide, soft hal
and clasped It upon his heart with
both hands. How she stared) Wait
ing for him to speak again, she gave
her chin a tilt which accentuated that
heavenly line. Involuntarily he pictured drapery behind it, his artist's
soul longing to depict It. Like a Ma
"red-gold-

1

wf

ftp

donna.

"It should be blue! ".he said aloud

in

a queer,

to the Gateway, Her Purse
Clasped Frantically to Her Bosom,
Stood a Girl.

Close

How funny she had looked, dancing,
with her shapeless old mouth

ln?!
The smell of
Tramp steamers!
them came sharply across the autumn
wind. Weeke of motion and of stench,
and then at last the dying of the engine-throb,
the crowding and the Jostling, and tho great rush out upon the
shore of some new land. On such a
voyage it was that Carlos and Herma-nlhad Joined them, bringing a cinnamon bear.
Where had not these eight been
what roads they had traveled together
under sun and moon!
This host of memories Pedro felt in
their essence, in a single breath, as
it were, bereft of detail save for some
picture of a small incident or two,
trivial, but never to be forgot The
heart of that past life he held for a
moment In his own. No! no! he could
not give It up. And yet, this other
call, which had been with him, it
would seem, since birth, was now
grown too strong for resistance. Before his eyes he must see the thought
of bis heart depleted by tbe labor of
his brain and hand. He must paint!
He was an artist, an artist!
"I will go!" said Pedro shudderlngly.
Then, as If shedding the past, he
squared his shoulders.
"Come!" said he to the animal. "We
shall return to camp and tell them
what we are going to do."
Not until he wae within a hundred
yards of the road did Pedro realize
that he had been trespassing on what
now evinced itself to be a country
estate of some pretensions; and at
this point the fact was made manifest
by the sight of a cedar and fir hedge.
Near by was a closed gate, flanked by
pillars of old brick and soapstone, giving access to a narrow footpath which
wound along at the base of the hill
ho sad Just crossed.
Apparently he had been dreaming
away the afternoon upon the farming
section of the place. The sloping
ground which lay between him and the
hedge was smooth and soft, and tempted by It, Mr. Jones lay down and
rolled a little way. Then he got up
and trotted on some distance in advance of his master. The road was
very near now, and there came a
sound of pattering footsteps from it
and the' swish of Hieht garments,
Through the somber evergreens Pedro
a

choked voice.
"What did you say?" asked the girl
with a puzzled expression.
At realization of his speed! his con
fusion became complete, and suddenly
hie one idea was to escape her watchful eyes.
"I that is to say, er It was Mr.
Jones entirely," he stammered, "I
did nothing, nada!
It was all the

1

bear."
"But he is your bear, evidently," she
replied, "and I insist that he share
the thanks with you." '
"Thank you!" Bald Pedro eagerly,
"You do not know the exquisite delight er ah oh!"
Gasping, he
sought to extricate himself from the
awkwardness of the impulsive compliout.
ment he had
"Forgive me, gracious lady, er er
I must go now!" he finished lamely.
"Well, I give you my most grateful
thanks, whether you take them ot
not," said she with a smile.
But he was now too embarrassed to
rally and did what one often does
upon attaining a desired situation: became suddenly panicky and ran away
from it.
"I shall hold your words in my
heart," said he, and then, with a ges
ture half beseeching, half apologetic,
and wholly graceful, he swept his hat
upon his head, and, calling the bear,
set off down the road.
The wording of hia speech was odd
and unexpected, and the manner of
his departure so precipitant that it
looked like a retreat For as Jong as
he remained In sight she stood gazing
after him, her interest in him cemented by his flight. With a (sign she was
scarcely conscious of uttering, so faint
It was, she reluctantly turned In at
the gate In the hedge and went slowly
along the little winding path.
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But Pedro walked rapidly, so that
tho bear had difficulty in Imitating the
pace. The youth had now definitely
made up his mind to take the new
course of action, for this second vision
of the beautiful lady had confirmed his
resolution, and he felt he must get
back to the others quickly. In order
to tell them before he had time to
change his mind. As he walked he
kept muttering "blue, blue!" and his
brows were knit furiously.
He had to pass some villas with a
look about them, and
then an
etreet, where
commerce and conservatism rubbed
shoulders. Next, by switching off from
this neighborhood, be passed between
rows ot frame houses, which diminished in their appearance of imoor
semi-suburba- n

elm-shade-
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RESTAURANT
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third

in

Thursday

8

o'clock.

Visiting membera are corJ1. C. Wertx,
president;
biothers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Baily.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. B. Van i reasurer.
Petten. Secretary.

tea month. T11 ting dially

welcome.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
earth Thursday In O. R. C. haft. '
Pioneer building.
Visiting membera

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -

ular conclave second Tues-de- y
In each month at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Derlne,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K..; Frank Angel. F. 8.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- -

LOCAL TIME
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- r j
..ii miin muuuuy
vuuun
iu eacu
f fw
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secretary.
I.

East Bound
Arrive

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
.... 2:25
II.,.. 1:25

No.
No.
No.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LOfVSP Mft No.
Meets every Monday renins: at

their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially invite, to attend.
J. Friedenstlne. N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
V. Q.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; G V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.

night of all nights? I cannot endure
It! Call me evil names, and abuse
me, rather! Please! It Is almost too
hard for me to do, and yet I must!
It is for myself only that 1
Amigos!
am planning my notion will not help
you, alas!"
He buried his face In hie hands, and
for a moment there was an astonished
silence. Such an outburst of emotion
on the part of their Joyous Pedro was
a thing undreamed of by any of them.
Into the silence the voice of Old
Nita broke tremblingly.
"Hast thou sinned, even as I, that
thou weepest so? What Is it, Pedro
of my heart?"
"No, no!" he cried, raising his head.
have not sinned, but I have eeen
a line an exquisite curve from an
oral chin to the base of a white
throat."
"Ah! In love!" exclaimed Rico and
Anna simultaneously.
"No; again no!" cried Pedro. "I do
not love it, but I've got to paint it!"
There was another interval of
silence, broken this time by Beau-year- .

I....
7....
I....

No.

a. m
:4 a,
p. m,.... 4:31 9. at
7:44 .
p. m

KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

SECUR-ITY- ,

COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the

EMPRESS

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knight and

FLOUR

Ladies always welcome. O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, M.

It

a

'

giving you
present for do-

ing something
you a do buy
way when you
learn how Muck
1 1

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
. hall.
Vlsitlni
month at W. O.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Uin Secretary.

L. O. O. MOOSE

flefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR rtalh is. I
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the
second aad fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Consul; & Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.

Vlsitlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.

R0GEPS
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SILVER
FRENCH- SREY (STERLING) FINISH

3
EMPRESS
can be

I

tamed in this city ironu

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

,......Z5
.m.m.w.hc
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Professional Health Culture for Ladies
Hair and Scalp Treatment, Manicure,
Facial Massage, Chiropody, Baths.
and Massage with strict attention to
doctor's prescriptions.
Hotel
Phone Main 155, Long distance
Mtin 44. Office Hours: 1;30 p. m. to
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.
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Osteopathlo Physician

Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5
p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
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(To be continued tomorrow)

2,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Del vary ,w......-..v-t-t
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibt, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs, to 201 lbs., Eaelt Delivery
Lcsa than 6C lbs. Each Dtllvtry

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

JONE8-BOWER-

&
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Attorney-at-La-

B.

Desart
1:8s . lj.

B.

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

DR. ADELAIDE

11:6 &.
1:31 a.
1:0 a. m.
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1:35
4:20
1:35
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GEO. H. HUNKER
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P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on NinD street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,"
Secretary.

Dear

p. m
p. m

a. m
p. m
West Bound

4.

WINONA

"Hast Thou Sinned, Even aa I?"
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Miscellaneous

Dentist
,,
Dental work of any description ftf
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

aw

LODGE NO. Z, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com102
Meets every Monday nteht In
munication first aad O. R. c. hall, on Douglas avenue at

Lost

DR. F. S. HUXMANN
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

FIREMEN'S CONVENTION
,
Racine, Wis., Aug. 4. Racine was
decked In gala attire today In welcome
WANAED Maid, Hotel La Pension. to the
delegations of visitors who arrived on every train to attend the
annual convention and tournament of
the Wisconsin Paid Firemen's assoLOST On mesa, pociketbook contain ciation. It is the ninth annual toura-nwn- t
ing currency and ellver. Return to
of the association and it bids
Optla
fair to eclipse all those that have
gone before in attendance and other
features.
MILLS Seamless Hosiery,
Underwear and Sweater Company
wants representative for New Mex
ico. Address Jh R. Anderson, Ama-rlllo, Texas.

CAFF

T

ai

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
tKM BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLE

WANT

half-blurte- d

CHAPTER

OPTIC H6e

tance and prosperity tho farther
vent, until finally the street, if snei
It could properly be railed at tr.h
point was fringed only by shac ks that
leaned inquisitively over the gutters
or braced themselves at a fearsotn
angle against the slanting little gar
dens at their backs.
When these humble habitations came
to an end there stood an old barr
amid a stony field, scattered over with
II
paper, rubbish and discarded cans. In
the lee of the dilapidated building t
fire was burning upon the ground, and
about It a group of people had gath j
ered. Over the blaze a kettle had
been hung. Into which an old woman
was throwing greens from her apron
Near her, bis back against the barn RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
lay a giant of a man, with a patch
the
over one eye. This was Beau-Jeamighty Provencal, who at this moment i Five cents per line each Insertion.
was engaged in carving an elaborate Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
J
design upon the base of a bear-stavNo ad to occupy less space than two
while beside him lay the great animn! lines
All advertisements
charged
whom he ruled, asleep with its
will be booked at apace actually set
Two
under Its paws.
youngrr
women Gunny,
wife, an3 without regard to number of words.
sturdy Hermanla, wife of Carlos (who Cash In advlnce preferred.
lay asleep near by) were mending
their shoes. At a little distance,
Anna, the pretty and irresponsible,
was weaving a garland of bright,
golden maple leaves, Rico watcliint;
adoringly, the while he pretended to
be busy nursing the wounded paw of
their animal. At sipht and smell of
his familiars Mr. Jones trotted up,
eagerly sniffing as he came. Old Nita
aroused herself at his approach.
OPTIC'S NUMSIR. MAIN I
"Pedro, you have let him loose
again, oh, careless one!" she cried;
"some da he will betray you and
be off! or, worse yet, stolon."
"Cross Old Nita!" replied Pedro, PIANO for rent 417
Eighth street
Bteppiug Into the lighted circle and
too
is
of
fond
at
"He
her.
smiling
me to run away aren't you, old fel- FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Mrs. M. Howell, 721 Fourth
low, eh? What's to eat?" he Inquired,
etreet. Phone Main 348.
stooping over the kettle. "Greens! Is
that all?"
"There is rye bread a single loaf," FOR RENT Furnished
915
house,
responded Nlta. "Thanks to your goSixth street. Dr. W. P. Mills, phon
ing off by yourself, we have only takMain 295.
en in a few pesetas all day!"
"You know very well, Aged One,"
responded Pedro, "that you take In
as much alone as with me, or very
nearly. And as for going off! . . .
Well, I have something to tell you, but FOR SALE Strawberry
plants $1.00
all must hear. Let us gather together
hundred
In
delivered
per
Las Vegas
first, and eat."
Mrs. H. S. Maurice.
So far the conversation had been In
Spanish, the native tongue of these
two. Now, as the conversation be- TYPEWRITER FOR. SALE No. 10
came general, they fell into a patois
Remington typewriter for sale cheap
803 Jackson avenue.
English, the language ot the road,
sometimes slipping Into French, sometimes back into Spanish, their talk FOR SALE Modern
nine room house
being as polyglot as their origin.
good
condition,
line
location; bar
Peto
do
"Now,
hear, eh?"
you want
gain. Inquire X, Optic.
dro asked, addressing the company.
"If so, I shall tell my plan."
Beau-Jeareplied first, In his deep,
husky voice.
"Let the little one tell his notion.
The plans of Pedro have brought
WANTED By first class dressmaker,
many a laugh, and so many a coin
sowing. 718 Lincoln street
from the crowd on the market street"
"My shoes will not stand another
Wanted A reliable woman for gen
mending," said Hermanla. "If Pedro
can tell a plan to get others I will eral housework..
725 Sixth street
heed."
Adv.
"The lad has wit; did he not conceive the praying trick for Koko?" WANTED
Man on ranch. Address
mumbled Old Nita, "Come, child,
H.
D.
East Las Vegaa
Newcomer,
devised
now to
what has thy brain
N. M.
help us?"
cried Pedro.
"Oh, don't, don't!
"Why do you say these things on this WANTED Girl for general housework.
Mrs. W. G. Haydon, 1108
Seventh street
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LOCAL NEWS

QOME OF THE GOOD THINGQ
U

FOR. SATURDAY MARKET

U

Frying Chickens, Fat Hens,
Green Corn, Cucumbers, Green Beans
'
Cantaloupes, fine ones,
A new Car of Fancy Valencia Oranges.

Light
o'clock

automobile lamps at
this evening.

breakfast every

Romalne. Adv.

Kisses.'

The BaptlBt Ladies' aid will meet
with Mrs. R. U. Woodcock, 723 Fifth
street tomorrow afternoon.

ALL KINDS OF CAKES

proud parents of a baby son born to
them this morning.

GROCER

Pablo Fresques has applied at the
court house for the bounty on a coyote killed by him near San Ignacio.

THE CASH GROCER

Not "Heavier ThairAir"
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from pjjre QuiHJlour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other 1s fully
equal to It Order p sack

15he

The San Miguel county road board
is in session at the court nouse today.
The regular routine business transacted and the betterment of the roads
In this section of the state was dis
cussed.
This evening at the Mutual theater,
reel 23 of the Mutual Girl series will
be shown for the benefit of the Las
Veeas people who are Interested In
the adventures of this young lady
The film tonight shows her discovery
anil return to her aunt. The thread
of the story Is cleverly worked out
and is full of excitement all the way
through.

CASE FOR

BULGER

JURY TOMORROW

Las Vegas Roller Mills

EXPERT DECLARE3

MEDICAL

FENDANT

SANE. AND

DE

SO-

BRIETY ESTABLISHED

Denver, Aug. 4. The case of James
C. Bulger, charged with the murder
of N. F. Nicodemus, Is expected to go
to the jury tomorrow. Testimony
may be concluded before court ad

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant CasWer.
Hallct Reynolds. Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.

journs tonight
Dr. George A. Maloon, an expert
witness for the prosecution, today de
clared he believed Bulger sane.
Before DU, Meloon's testimony two
salesmen at a hardware store told
the jury that Bulger appeared sober
when he purchased a revolver, shortly
before killing Nicodemus.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
-

l

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

NEW

MINISTER

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

nillf

At

the Hems of the Best of Everything Eatable

TO GGREECE

Prof. Garret
Washington, Aug 4
A, Droppers, of Williams College was
nominated by president Wilson today
to be minister to Greece succeeding
George - Fred Williams of Boston
whose resignation was demanded be
cause of his criticism of the powers
in Albania.
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AND SAVE MONEY.

or

$1.95 for $3.00 Iron Beds.
$3.45 for $5.50 Iron Beds.
$6.95 for Gilt Beds,
posts,

ir;i'iJ:

worth

THE GRAAF & HAWVARD CD. STORE

for

$13.50 Brass Beds,

posts.
for $13.50 Dressers.
$12.50 for $17.50 Oak Princess!
'
Dressers.
M
$14.50 for $20.00' Oak Dresser.
$9.85

bureau of public relations of the
American Express company. Mr. Por- ter said that' the money had been rais
ed
by the express company and the
RELIEF GF TOURISTS Bankers
Trust company of this city,
and that the two concerns expected
SEVERAL MILLIONS RAISED IN definite reply tonight to their request
that they be made the government's
NEW YORK FOR IMMEDIfiscal agents abroad and there dis- ATE SHIPMENT
TTurse the $250,000 already
appropriat
ed by congress.
dolNew York Aug. 4 rive million
if
lars In gold, private rands, are immeLINDERFELT ARRESTED
Londiately available for shipment to
Denver, Colo., Aug. 4. Lieutenant
don and Paris for relief of Americans K.
E. Linderfelt of the Colorado Naany
will
sent
be
by
in Europe and
ivesel. warship or otherwise, which the tional Guard, famous for his part In
Out of the battle of Ludlow on April 20, was
ornmAiit mnv designate.
travel- cashed
be
will
there
fund
this
arrested here early today. Charges cf
Ameri
hecks held by stranded
drunkenness and disturbance were fil- cans, no matter by what American
e.l agalnBt Linderfelt and Betty Brown,
banks the checks may be Issued, and
a
hold
not
waitress, who told the police that the
do
abroad
where .Americans
funds will be ad muitia officer was a ttemptlne to
irnvfilpra check
yanced them on their own personal force her to enter a rooming house.
checks on American banks.
WANTED Clean cotton rag
This announcement was made today
of
office.
the
OpMo
Mk
manager
Porter,
I? Louis

PRIVATE FUNDS

''vj'

'

FOR

a

$1.75 for $2.50 W&ven Wire Cots
$2.65 for $3.25 No. 1 Gold Medal

Cots.
$3.65 for $4.50

with

drop'-side-

$7.95 for $10

BAKER

CONSOLIDATION

OF

POST OFFICES NEEDED
OLD TOWN AND EAST LAST VEGAS SHOULD COMBINE IN
MAIL SERVICE

The need of a new postoffice build
ing contrally located has been voiced
several times lately. It is almost a
necessity that the ipeople get together
and select a site for the federal
building as the postal work in this
City is greatly hampered by the two
offices.
But few people realize the great
amount of trouble and inconvenience
caused by the present condition. As
figures usually carry more weight
than mere talk the postoffice clerks
in East Las Vegas kept a record of
all letters received, which should have
been addressed to the postoffice on
this side but merely bore the inscrip
tion Las Vegas during the last week
of July. The count of 6)uch letters
that were sent to the West side when
they should have come' to the post
office in East Las Vegas totaled 1,715
letters for the week. '
This is an average :of nearly 245
misdirected letters received every
day. If the postmaster in charge of
the office In Old Town had left the
letters in his office 'until called for
the 245 people would have had to
hTake a trip daily to the other side, or
what is more probable the letters
would have remained uncalled for.
The postmasters of Las Vegas and
East Las Vegas have for years been
letters to the other office
Bending
when they arrive and seem to be misdirected.
When the people of the two towns
get together and sMect a central
point for the building of a postoffice
for the two towns all this confusion
and inconvenience will be done away
with and the traveling men and
others who come here will be able to
get their mail without the great trouble of going to the two offices.
NEW

HIGH

SCHOOL

Metal

Couch
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The maintenance of
Superior Service and

Reasonable Prices

at all times.... .........

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

TONIGHT

evening Las Vegas patrons

This

TO CITIZENSHIP
d

TIRES

ACID TU 8ES

nessing the "Perils of Pauline." This
series has been running for several
weeks and has made a good impres
sion on the local devotees of the silent
drama.
There is one thing which everybody
enjoys about these "Perils of Paul
ine" pictures. They are getting bet
ter and more interesting with every
episode,., It were needlesB to empha
size the s.plended photography.
Hero, heroine and villain seem to
grow fonder of their parts with every
new adventure and certainly manage
to not only sustain but stimulate the
interest of the spectator. There are
fine touches of poetry, romance and
adventure in this latest installment.
Pauline, a prisoner in her cave,
watches a fox come into her prison
and decides to follow the animal's
trail to liberty. The realism of the
movements of the fox, who is being
hunted to his lair, would do credit to
the best animal picture ever made.
Just as Pauline emerges from her
cave the Indian oracle has promised
a white queen to the tribe. The Indians are the real thing. They want
poor Pauline to race down hill with
a heavy stone to prove her immor
tality and make herself solid with the
oracle. This was asking too much of
Pauline, who, however, did not shrink
bit and actually races' down hill
with the "Stone of Death." Of course
Crane Wilbur is right there to prevent
the worst. Pauline is aaved and for
once there is a happy ending. Spec
ial compliment is due Miss Pearl
White, who In this episode surpasses
her previous efforts. The part has
evidently grown dear to her and she
just revels in it Mention must be
made, too, of the nice double exposure
work In two of the. .scenes.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires.and everything need-e- d
for the auto. ,
Non-Ski-
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ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Wegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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SELF RISING FLOUR
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READY FOR BUSINESS
I have opened a barber shop In
Coors Pavilion corner Douglas and

Endorsed
SOLD BY

bAmef ica's Finest Cooks

YOOBGlcil

-

ASK FOR IT

Grand avenue. Special attention to
children's hair cutting. W. T. Reed
Adv.

Axmlnster

oft on ail Refrigerators.
off on all Trunks.
off on all Porch Furniture;
off on all Glassware.
off on Rockers and Diners.
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

W

have them.

will again have an opportunity of wit

Fe, Aug. 4,j Governor
today restored to citizenship
Robert Swan of Lincoln county, who
had served his term In the peniten-tiarfor larceny.
"

LET US

ii

'WE

A

LATEST FILMS

y

1.850 for $11 Wool Fibre Rugs,
9x12.
$11.50 for $15.00 Tapestry, 9x12

TIRE.

L

S

EXTRA

TOUCHES OF ADVENTURE,
POETRY AND ROMANCE IN

schooL

9x12

YOUR

FINE

!

feet.

$16.85

AT BROWNE

PRINCIPAL

Santa

WILL PRESERVE

Funeral Directors and Licensed Embalmers

Prof. Elmer jb. Ringer of Denver has
been elected elected principal of the
high school for the coming year. Prof.
Klnger Is a graduate of Baker uni
versity and comes with several years
of very successful high school work
in the states of Oklahoma?'' Nebraska
and Colorado.,
feels
fortunate in securing the sorvices of
such an able .man to direct the high
school. With1 an able principal and
the strong faculty the high sono-- already has, it is preparing for the best
year's' work in the history cf the high
RESTORED

YOUTHS

A TIRE CASE

PERILS OF PAULINE

The-boar-

$10.50.

$9.85

AND.

HllllHE

THE ROSENTHAL

Fresh
Tomatoes'
2 lbsK e

Imme-

JOHN II. YORK

are the

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Witten

.

We give special orders
diate attention.

II
E

Llssun! Cupid has brewed a new
philter.
It makes June foibles all the year.
It glamours the slckled cast of thought
with moonshine. It wraps a purple
mystery around the fair impalpability
of dreams.
That Is, la minute doses. , A quan
tity might kllL for though the heart
and stomach are quite contiguous,
their functions are not identical.
Now, the way you do It is this:
You spot a' soda fountain when no
one la near except the smiling "dis
penser." You ask him, first if he has
heard that the Swiss navy has just
crossed the Alps. Then he replies by
asking you If you want the back of
your neck shaved, too. Leaning,
yearning, panting on the cold, cold
marble, you murmur, "Too much mus
tard."
This part of the program is absolute. If you vary It by so much as a
pant the spell ls broken.
Then arrives the awful moment of
concoction.
Softly crooning a sweet
abacadabra, the mixicologlst takes a
shining glass In his light hand, flips
it a flying flop Into the air, and then
with his left hand, fingers rigid and
thumb atilt, pours many syrups into
it.
It is like a cocktail of bliss. First
a little lemon, then wild cherry, maJuice,
ple, lime, grape
phosphate.
Last drop of all this strange eventful
mystery, soda to make it fizz.
And you drink it. And you go
home. And you write to Cleo, or to
Jhnmie. And you say, "Now is the
winter of our discontent, make glor- ioTis mulligrubs with a bare bodkin
And then the orange blossoms come.
And It is all true. Else, why all
these August" weddings?

Ginger Cookies,
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
6pice Cookies, Macaroons, Almond Kisses and Cocoanut

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
yon. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

FAILS
THAT NEVER
LOCAL
FOR
BREWS BLISS

J' '

Sugar Cookies,

Pete Rivera has entered the employ
of the Wi., T. Reed barber shop.

T

PHILTER

Cream Bread, Rye Bread, Whole
Wheat Bread, Graham Bread,
Homemade Bread, Fan Bread
and French Bread.

Hotel

day.

IN VEGAS

DISCOVERED

DEPARTMENT

7 : ol

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Club

CUPID'S WONDER DRINK

IN OUR BAKERY

Clean
or Dye

your old

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

1
AUTO BARGAIN

For sale, 1913 model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
Adv.

An Optic

font

Ad Will Get

What You Want

.

TOO

LATE

TO

CLASSIFY

1M4 MODEL Ford touring car for sale.
429

Grand avenue.

When You Want It

